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Abstract

The current intense political and public debate about the financing system for academic medicine in Germany lacks one major argument concerning the output of university hospitals and medical faculties. The following research project presents an economic discussion about the benefits of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main by determining the value-added, employment and tax effects for public authorities in addition to the pre-economic effects in 10 identified performance areas, with three core areas: teaching, patient care and research.
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One of the Most Significant Aspects is Missing in the Discussion about the Financing System of German Medical Universities

University medical centers in Europe are faced with multiple challenges, such as rising costs in health care systems, dramatic cutbacks in public funding and growing bureaucratic procedures [1,2]. Some scientists even speak of the “decline of academic medicine in Europe,” which lags behind that of the USA and is challenged by upcoming and expanding Indian and Chinese academic medicine [3,4]. Currently, 5.2 million people are employed in the German health care sector. Of these, 22% work in hospitals and 180,000 in university hospitals [5-8].

As an economic sector, the health care industry has a strong stabilizing effect on the German economy [9,10]. Today, this industry generates an annual turnover in health care spending of more than €300 billion, which is equivalent to 11.3% of the GDP and is expected to increase [11,12]. In contrast to their general economic significance stated above, German hospitals are in a tight financial situation. In 2012, every second hospital suffered financially [13]. This is also true for the 33 university hospitals, which expect to generate a cumulative loss of approximately €133 million in 2014 [14,15].

When systematizing the performance of medical universities, which generally encompass university hospitals and medical departments, three core areas can be identified: research, teaching and patient care. Influencing factors of performance are highly complex. A crucial success factor is the financial equipment that is now under consideration [16-21]. In general, there are four main sources of financial funding for medical universities: DRGs (Diagnosis-Related Groups) to cover current costs of patient care, which contribute the highest share of the university hospital budget, approximately 80% [22] investments in real estate and large medical equipment financed by the federal states [23] the federal states’ contributions to research and teaching for medical departments; and special task-oriented grants for university hospitals, as well as external funding by public and private institutions [24,25].

The answer to the question of which public area investments are profitable in terms of achieved financial as well as non-financial values is highly important to political decision-makers. In recent discussions about financial contributions to university hospitals and medical departments, one significant argument has been missing, namely, what are their benefits to the national economy and society? Previous discussions focused solely on the cost perspective of the state and tax payers. Consequently, the average cost per stationary case in hospitals is taken as one key indicator and functions as a standard of evaluation (2013: €4,152) [26]. The clearly quantifiable benefits of the (federal) state investments are often not considered in these financial debates. This is surprising as they are key arguments related to the output-oriented perspective justifying financial investments. In this article, the determination of these benefits is presented based on empirical results delivered by another research project also carried out in 2014 with Academic Medicine of Frankfurt am Main, Germany, under the leadership of the authors of this article.

Initial Situation at Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main

The University Hospital Frankfurt am Main and the Medical Department of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University Frankfurt form Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main, comprising a total of 32 clinical and 20 research institutes. As a result of a successful appointment strategy of leading positions in research, the greater part of the institutions’ resources is concentrated on the four research priorities of the Medical Department Frankfurt, which correspond to the clinical focus. These are cardiovascular medicine, neuroscience, oncology/immunology and translational drug discovery [27-29]. As a result, the Medical Department and its faculties have achieved a strong position on the national [30,31] and international stage [32-34]. Despite relatively high investments in the infrastructure of Hessian universities, the financial contribution of the federal state of Hesse to the Medical Department for research and teaching amounted to €26,243 per student, which is far below the German average of €36,715 per student [35,36].
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The economic situation of University Hospital Frankfurt am Main is tense as well, as is the state of the building and equipment. While realizing a stable turnover in patient care during past years despite a competitive regional environment, in 2012 the hospital generated a deficit of €5.8 million caused by the launch of a vigorous optimization program [37]. Furthermore, the formerly solid financial situation of the Medical Department of the Goethe University Frankfurt is also seriously threatened. Although the allocations of the federal state remained at a relatively constant level, rising inflation as well as tariff increases led to a reduction of Hesse’s financial contribution in real terms (‘scissor problem’). Therefore, the question arises whether this calls for a stronger investment of the federal state of Hesse.

Objectives and Methods

To answer this question, this study was authorized to determine the economic and pre-economic effects of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main in terms of benefits for the city of Frankfurt am Main, the federal state of Hesse and the Federal Republic of Germany. The study goes beyond typical performance measures of medical universities, such as the number of treatments, research projects and graduates, by determining the economic impact of these institutions. To assess the economic relevance of Academic Medicine in Frankfurt am Main, three key economic indicators with high importance to the various local authorities were defined, namely tax revenue, employment rate and the value-added effect. Comparable indicators can be found in analyses for private economic sectors.

The study was divided into two time horizons: first, a retrospective analysis of the base year 2012; and second, a prospective analysis from 2014 until 2019. Hence, the first time period—the ‘current state’—provides the foundation for determining pre-economic effects as well as for calculating the three economic indicators. Based on these results, the future time period entails a scenario analysis demonstrating the indicators’ development according to three assumed decision options introduced in the previously mentioned financial debate. Therefore, an elaborate input-output model formed the research basis of this study. The identified financial input of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main amounted to €513.4 million in 2012. The input comprises the Hessian financial contribution for research and teaching to the Medical Department, the revenues derived from patient treatment by the University Hospital, further financial support of Hesse, grants as well as financial assignments of third parties and other operating income. These financial resources are defined as enablers of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main’s performance. Opening the ‘black box’ of this medical institution, 10 performance areas were then determined by means of in-depth interviews with members of the senior management in addition to already existing research results: The core areas of (1) patient care, (2) research and (3) teaching are facilitated by supporting processes in the areas of (4) education, advanced and further training, (5) procurement, (6) administration, (7) facility management and (8) event management, (9) cooperation/settlement and (10) other activities. Next, for each of these identified performance areas cause-and-effect relationships in the output direction were analyzed to initially identify the payment and buying power flows. These figures were needed to determine aggregated paid taxes, the effects of induced or directly achieved employment rates and the value added. In addition to direct effects, for example, the employer’s contribution to the wage, further induced effects were identified, such as the expenses of patients’ relatives, hosted symposia or the expenses of emergency services.

In the second step, based on the overall cause-and-effect model, pre-economic effects were identified in each of the 10 performance areas. Pre-economic effects, e.g., research excellence and medical reputation, represent relevant factors expected to result in economic effects in the future; however, they cannot be reliably quantified in the present [38,39]. To validate the cause-and-effect model of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main, it was presented to, discussed with and finally approved by 30 experts (i.e., all members of the board of directors, heads of clinics and administrative units as well as managing directors of subsidiaries).

Four data sources were defined to facilitate the collection of complete data and information: (1) data directly available to the management of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main; (2) decentralized information requested of each individual organizational unit (the first standardized survey for data concerned the base year 2012, with a participation rate of 82%; the second standardized survey for data and arguments concerned future development, with a response rate of 74%); (3) additional information derived from 28 semi-structured in-depth interviews with 30 experts; and (4) further data from statistical offices and authorities, e.g. tax laws and official statistics of the health care industry. Overall, these four sources were needed to quantify the cause-and-effect model which then yielded the three economic indicators tax revenue, employment rate and value-added effect for each of the defined time horizons.

These key economic indicators of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main were calculated in a computational model over 5 layers based on the cause-and-effect model. The underlying assumption is that Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main induces effects in payment and buying power flows. Figuratively speaking a ‘domino effect’ in the financial network is initiated, e.g., employees of the medical institution make their livings based on their wages, which generates further tax effects. The 1st layer included all direct and indirect effects in the identified 10 performance areas of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main itself, its employees and its subsidiaries. The 2nd layer of the computational model included the suppliers of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main, of its subsidiaries and of further companies assigned by Hessian Building Construction Management. The 2nd and all subsequent layers encompassed natural and juristic persons introducing further payment flows that were pursued together down to the 5th layer.

Results

In the following section, we present the results of the retrospective analysis for base year 2012. Based on the validated cause-and-effect model, pre-economic effects of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main as the preliminary stage of clearly quantifiable economic effects in future years were identified and analyzed, first in each performance area and, second, according to their level of influence on the respective local authority. The main pre-economic effects in the three core areas are outlined in Figure 1. However, these pre-economic effects cannot be separated from one another as they are in large part mutually dependent for achieving the excellence level of medical universities. In sum, this qualitative analysis based on in-depth interviews as well as intensive literature research (with the main purpose of validation and further exploring the subject) has two main objectives: The first is to reveal clearly the effects of a medical institution’s mission in a manner that is easy to understand. Second, as mentioned before: Whenever possible, the identified pre-economic effects were quantified according to the three economic indicators based on the four previously mentioned data sources, e.g., the spending of an average German household based on available publications of the Federal Statistical Offices. The results are presented in the following section as a Mixed Methods Research Design.
The key economic parameter initially studied is the tax revenue generated by Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main. It can be understood as a direct return on public investments. For this purpose, the collected tax payments of all major sources in the five-layer computational model were calculated for Hesse and its municipalities as well as the other authorities in Germany in relation to their point of origin. According to the German tax system, part of the revenue remains with the federal government, another part goes to the federal states and a certain proportion flows to the municipalities. In other words, the tax effect identified here can be described as direct 'payback' for each federal institution.

The finally calculated tax effect of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main for the year 2012 is depicted in Figure 2. For the federal state of Hesse, Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main achieved a tax effect of €52.8 million in 2012, which corresponds to 57% of the guaranteed financial contributions of Hesse. Adding the tax revenues generated by Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main for the Hessian municipalities amounting to approximately €17.6 million, 76% of financial grants by the federal state of Hesse are directly returned via the tax benefit (€70.4 million). Altogether, Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main induced tax revenues amounting to €257.1 million for the federal republic, the federal states and its municipalities, which corresponds to a multiplier of 279% measured against the financial contributions of the federal state of Hesse (a factor of 2.8). Pre-economic effects with social outcomes, such as the (faster) recreation of the labor force due to excellent medical treatment, are not considered in the calculation, which was generally carried out in a conservative manner based on real effects and probabilities. That is why the actual tax effect of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main is estimated to be much higher.

The results of the determined direct, indirect and peripheral effectuated employment rate of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main are also shown in Figure 2. In 2012, the average annual employment level at Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main was 4,105 (full-time equivalent) employees at the University Hospital and the Department of Medicine, including employees financed by third-party funds, apprentices and employees of subsidiaries of the University Hospital. The calculation of the induced employment relationships was also performed based on the 5-layer computational model. The number of peripherally caused employment relationships (2nd through 5th layer of the computational model) was calculated by using details of the subsidiaries, scientific studies and branch figures available from the Federal Statistical Office. Figure 2 illustrates the leverage employment effect caused by the 4,105 employees of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main. As a result, one employee (full-time equivalent) of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main directly or indirectly induces 1.1 further jobs in Hesse and 2.4 jobs nationwide. Subsidiaries of the University Hospital Frankfurt am Main generate the biggest single share of created jobs in Hesse. Furthermore, companies that depend on Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main were considered only if their economic operations were attributed considerably and extensively to Academic Medicine. Due to the insufficient level of documentation of dependencies, many dependent institutions were disregarded.

![Figure 1: Selection of pre-economic effects of the 3 core performance areas of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main for 2012.](image-url)
e.g., extended health care institutions cooperating on tumor therapy because of poorly equipped laboratories. Thus, it is presumed that the actual number of induced jobs is higher.

The value-added effect caused by Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main is divided into three sections. (1) Direct value-added results from the performance in the three core areas. Key information for the calculation was taken from the profit and loss account of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main. (2) The indirect value added arises from the interaction between Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main and further economic subjects on the 1st layer of the computational model. In addition to performance data of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main, such as the number of treated patients, the number of held symposia and the number of enrolled students, the calculation was also based on the data of the statistical offices. With the help of this collected data, questions of quantification, such as the spending of a single participant during a convention, can be answered and subsequently determined in Euro. (3) The peripheral value-added effect occurs through the demand for goods and services on the 2nd through 5th layer of the computational model. According to the definition of net value added by the German Federal Statistical Office, inputs are subtracted from the market price (excluding value-added tax). As shown in Figure 2, Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main creates a value added in Hesse of approximately €461 million, which includes the direct value added of €285 million as well as the induced value added of €176 million for the federal state of Hesse. Altogether, the value added in Germany amounts to €746 million, which corresponds to 2.6 times the direct value added. The identified net surplus value serves as payment for the utilized production factors and is disbursed as wages.

In the following, the results of the prospective scenario analysis of the economic effects for the future period 2014-2019 are briefly presented. The scenario analysis was carried out to assess the development of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main with the help of three scenarios, each of which is a general description of a consistent set of factors defining an alternative set of future business conditions [40]. Approved by the board of directors, each scenario consists of a variation of three main factors strongly affecting future economic development: (1) financial support from the federal state of Hesse for research and teaching efforts of the Medical Department, (2) the hypothetical nationwide implementation of a system grant for university hospitals justified by their outstanding role in the German health care system and (3) the realization of the 2nd construction phase concerning a main building for medical treatment and research activities. Each scenario is depicted in Figure 3.

All heads of institutions were asked about their assessment of future developments regarding their own department, both in terms of qualitative and quantitative factors (see part 3, related to the second standardized survey). Concerning the latter, the heads needed to assess the development of their organizations relative to key parameters including number of employees, number of patients treated stationary and ambulatory, as well as the amount of third-party funds for the year 2015 and 2019 according to the three scenarios. After receiving the questionnaire, these parameters were validated by the surveyors and, where necessary, the head was contacted for further explanation. All collected data were incorporated into the extrapolated computational model for the period 2014-2019 with an assumed inflation rate of 2%.
and an average tariff increase of 2.5% (resulting in a total reduction of 2.4% p.a.). The nationwide induced development of the three key indicators was predicted on this basis (Figure 4). The effects for 2013 were also calculated as no actual values were available in time.

In Figure 4, a corridor is depicted that spans the Positive Scenario (upper line) and the Negative Scenario (lower line) for each economic key indicator. The results of the Basic Scenario lie between the other two scenarios. The actual figures from the retrospective analysis (2008–2012) indicate continuous growth. Both the induced value added and the achieved tax revenue increased > 5% p.a., which is above the inflation rate. This is also the case for the induced employment effect, but with an average annual growth of approximately 3%. Concerning the forecasting horizon, future growth can only be realized in the Positive Scenario. A decrease for every key indicator is visible for the Negative Scenario. The decline between 2017 and 2018 in all scenarios can be explained by the cessation of Hesse’s construction investments (Figure 3). The greatest disparity between the Positive and the Negative Scenario is predicted in the nationwide induced-employment effect (excluding the direct employment of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main), with a decrease between 2012 and 2019 of -6% in the Negative Scenario compared with an increase of 13% in the Positive Scenario. Similarly, the nationwide induced value added is expected to drop by approximately -3% in the Negative Scenario. However, in the Positive Scenario, effects of the inflation rate can be compensated for by an annual growth of approximately 2%. This is also the case for the nationwide induced tax effect, which increases by 2.5% p.a. in the Positive Scenario and remains relatively constant in the Negative Scenario. In summary, the Negative Scenario suggests a decrease of the economic ability of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main in the future, whereas the key assumptions of the Positive Scenario indicate moderate organic growth.

Discussion

The intense political discussion concerning the financing system of university clinics and medical departments in Germany has gained a new argument in determining the economic output of medical universities by means of the key indicators tax, employment and value-added effect (Figure 2). Representing the significance of the medical university in the regional and national contexts, these key indicators are of interest and importance to financial funding institutions, which must balance different investment alternatives. The importance of the results is raised specifically in the context of the predominantly intangible results of research, teaching and patient care, which are in most cases not visible at first glance (Figure 1). Regarding the presented effects for Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main, two main issues must be considered: First, a series of pre-economic effects could not be included in the computational model due to a lack of valid data and assumptions. Second, this study is not intended to identify opportunities for rationalization as would be the case, for example, in a feasibility study. Additionally, when looking at the calculated effects, one might initially arrive at the interpretation that a reduction of state financial support improves each multiplier in the short run. However, when considering the medium term, a reduction of financial support leads to an over-proportional decrease of performance and thus of the induced economic benefits for the federal institutions [41]. This reduction is also indicated by the scenario analyses’ results (Figure 4).
Providing a different perspective of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main as an important driver of the local economy, the politicians’ mindset is reflected in the presented opinion. The core results of this study were sent to the Hessian Prime Minister, all members of the Hessian Parliament and leading political decision-makers in the corresponding ministries, as well as to all heads of clinics and research institutes by the board of directors of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main [42]. In addition, the results were presented to the public in a press conference. Adding a distributed press release and further information [43], all of these activities contribute to a more positive perception of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main [44-46]. Concrete results of the initiated political debate are currently pending. To provide some perspective, the experiences of our Research Group Corporate Management and Marketing at Technische Universität Dresden with comparable studies for other medical universities in Germany are briefly outlined. Findings for the University Medicine Heidelberg were introduced in the discussions about the financial contribution of Baden-Württemberg, which are documented in the form of publically available protocols [47,48]. For the University Medicine Dresden, the study’s results of pre-economic and economic effects were a significant argument to avoid a further reduction of the financial contributions of the federal state of Saxony to the Medical Department. Furthermore, access to political decision-makers was facilitated [49]. Additionally, the University Medicine Göttingen presented the results of the three key indicators to the Prime Minister of Niedersachsen and to the press, resulting in newspaper headlines such as ‘University Medicine is an engine for the local economy’ [50].

Conclusion

Given its high capacity for innovation, Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main has a strong potential for catching up with the nation’s leading group of medical universities in Germany with international acclaim. Therefore, further efforts as well as investments of all actors are necessary. Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main with an employment of 4,105 (full-time equivalent) has a relatively high impact on the Hessian economy: The medical institution generated €70.4 million in tax revenue, induced 4,520 additional jobs and created €461 million value added for the federal state of Hesse and its municipalities in the year 2012. In connection with the results of the scenario analysis, a new perspective of economic evaluation is brought to the political debate. This new building block in the argumentation about the financing system of medical universities in Germany can also be applied to other countries, showing that the economic benefits of medical universities are of value both on a regional and national level.
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Highlights

- Specifies output-oriented economic and pre-economic effects of a German medical institution.
- Calculates the tax, value-added and employment effects of Academic Medicine Frankfurt am Main.
- Determines the economic output of the University Hospital and Medical Department of the Goethe University in relation to the city Frankfurt am Main.

Figure 4: Development of the tax, the value added and the employment effect during the scenario horizon 2014–2019.
Main, the federal state of Hesse and its municipalities, and the Federal Republic of Germany.
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